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References External links Category:American record labelsQ: How to convert C# 7 iterable tuple into dictionary? I have been using the below code for casting iterable tuple to dictionary. public static Dictionary ToDictionary(this IEnumerable> seq) { var dict = seq.ToDictionary(t => t.Item1, t => t.Item2); return dict; } While using this code I have
encountered error Cannot convert from 'System.Linq.EnumerableTuple' to 'System.Collections.Generic.IEnumerable'. I was able to solve this error by explicitly casting the Enumerable Tuple to IEnumerable. var dict = seq.Cast>>().ToDictionary(t => t.Item1, t => t.Item2); But now I have new problem. When I debug I am getting null values for key and

value. A: If you are looking for a dictionary you should create a method for that like: public static IDictionary ToDictionary(this IEnumerable> seq) { var dict = seq.ToDictionary(t => t.Item1, t => t.Item2); return dict; } Because, you have iterable of Tuple so you need to cast that into a dictionary. Also you should cast Item1 and Item2 into TKey and
TValue type. After that, you can call it like this: Dictionary dict = Seq.ToDictionary(t => t.Item1, t => t.Item2); From the docs Note that when converting from an iterable sequence to an enumerable sequence, an error is thrown if the sequence contains any iterable sequences. So, you will get an error if you try to access a Tuple.Item with Item
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Jan 21, 2016 After selling hundreds of thousands of Raw Cutz drum breaks, producer/DJs have been asking for a full raw drum break collection. Well now we have it in the form of the Raw Cutz Super Pack. The pack was launched on the Raw Cutz website, where it's been selling out regularly ever since. Raw Cutz Super Pack - Hip Hop & Urban
Soundkit [1.25 GB] | e-Tip & Tools for DJs - full pack | AudioShare | 2014 | 192kbps | Tags: rawcutz, drum break, sample pack, hip hop, drum break, house, sample collection, 2019-02-21 Hip Hop Super Pack – The Raw Cutz Super Pack is the hottest drum break library on the market today and features over 1,200+ drum break samples. This sample
pack is perfect for producers, drum & bass DJs, hip hop, house, ragga and jungle producers alike.The audio quality in this beat pack is nothing short of authentic and original. This is a . Exclusive sample pack consisting of professional urban drum & bass breaks & drop loops. With over 600 drum & bass drums & hooks this pack will get your urban
sounds up! Raw Cutz Super Pack by Aytrza is a raw, kick-ass, drum and bass drum pack for the 808, Kontakt, NI Massive and virtual drum machines. This kit comes with custom made one-shots, loops and drum parts that will make you, without a doubt, the most awarded urban drum kit on the market. . The Raw Cutz Super Pack by Aytrza is a raw,
kick-ass, drum and bass drum pack for the 808, Kontakt, NI Massive and virtual drum machines. This kit comes with custom made one-shots, loops and drum parts that will make you, without a doubt, the most awarded urban drum kit on the market. . The Raw Cutz Super Pack by Aytrza is a raw, kick-ass, drum and bass drum pack for the 808,
Kontakt, NI Massive and virtual drum machines. This kit comes with custom made one-shots, loops and drum parts that will make you, without a doubt, the most awarded urban drum kit on the market. . By combining drum and bass samples from the pro producers such as Rock-it-Up Productions, Psycle Productions, Mornin bass, Hungry Rabbit, Jett
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